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Transparency
This year in our Responsibility Strategy, we have committed ourselves
to ”transparency“ – this is an incontrovertible prerequisite for a profound
sustainability agenda focussed on change.
Transparency starts with clear commitments: What do we stand for as a
company? To what are we committed?
Signing the Statement by the Business & Human Rights Resource Centre with
over 50 companies to strengthen the German Supply Chain Act, publication
of the Cycling Climate Commitment by Shift Cycling Culture or Bike Brainpool’s
Bike Charter demonstrate our commitments: to a sustainable supply chain,
environmental and social transformation, and determined, joint action to drive
forward change.
I am particularly pleased about being elected to the Board of Management of
the German Sustainable Business Association (BNW). With 10 other women and
men and over 500 member companies, I am campaigning for a new form of
economy.
It is against this background that we have begun targeting our global supply
chain over the past twelve months. We want to understand where the cycling
sector is currently positioned, where there are opportunities for improvement,
and where there is a need for action. Our collaboration with sustainabill, a
cloud platform for transparent and sustainable procurement, marks the beginning
of this journey. We have continued this journey with photographer Lars
Schneider to give us a personal impression of some of our European suppliers.
We have continued to work on our targets at our site in Mühltal in the Central
German Odenwald region, expanded existing connections and cooperative
partnerships, and have continued learning what we can do better. All with the
aim of ensuring that we have a good world, one that we can explore together
by bike.
We are on the move. Together.
Dr. Sandra Wolf, CEO at Riese & Müller, Board Member of the German Sustainable Business Association (BNW) and responsible for the
company’s sustainability strategy.

Dr. Sandra Wolf
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Mission Mobility
Since we were founded in 1993, we have been looking at

We want to be the most sustainable company in the E-Bike

ways we can shape everyday cycling mobility to enable people

sector by 2025. This is not a competition but a call to action:

to easily get around without a car. Today, our mission is to

It is aimed at all the stakeholders in the value chain, whether

actively help to shape mobility and, above all, drive forward

they are manufacturers, suppliers, logistics partners, dealers

the ”transport revolution“ worldwide.

or employees. If we all focus on this in our daily working lives,

That is why we build E-Bikes and folding bikes that can replace

we will be able to establish a sustainable and environmentally

cars, and regard ourselves as the ”creators of tomorrow’s

and socially just industry.

mobility“.
But we also want to take responsibility for our corporate
activities, at our production site as well as along our global
supply chains.

Markus Riese and Heiko Müller, Founders and CEOs of Riese & Müller.

”Our founding idea was to
achieve meaningful everyday
mobility that relieves pressure
on our towns and cities and this
still remains our mission today.“
Markus Riese and Heiko Müller
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Intro

Transparency
along the supply
An E-Bike consists of up to 120 individual components that we
purchase from suppliers worldwide. We need to understand
this global supply chain to exercise a proper duty of care.
Transparency begins with our own attitude and requires the
will and patience to understand things.

Our goals:
1.	Do the groundwork
2.	Set up networks for joint
industry targets
3.	Analyse supply chains
4.	Promote internal awareness
of issues

What have we achieved
in 2021:
	Signing of a Declaration of Principles on the
Observance of Human Rights
	Establishment of a complaints mechanism at
compliance@r-m.de
	Membership of the World Federation of the
Sports Goods Industry (WFSGI)
	Creation of a Code of Conduct for our suppliers
	Internal training for Riese & Müller employees
on the Code of Conduct for Suppliers
	Dialogues with suppliers and signing of the
Riese & Müller Code of Conduct by our suppliers
	Collaboration on and signing of the Cycling
Industry Climate Commitment
	Collaboration on and signing of the Bike Charter
	Start of collaboration with sustainabill and
completion of our joint pilot project
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Transparency of the supply chain

In total, we have over 170 suppliers (around 60 of which
are our core suppliers), who supply us with different
components year on year.
We rely on dialogue and long-term relationships with our
suppliers. Our colla boration, joint efforts and evaluation
criteria are based on close and trusting cooperation as well
as the highest-quality components.

Challenges in the supply chain
Our vision is to be the most sustainable company in the

That is why we wish to take along as many market players

We are aware that we are also part of the system. Our products

E-Bike sector by 2025. We do not regard this task as a compe-

as possible on this journey. We wish to identify where the

consist of many parts that are manufactured internationally,

tition – after all, when it comes to climate change, we can

cycling sector is currently positioned and, together with our

travel long delivery routes and not all of them can be produced

only win by working together. A sustainable cycling sector

partners, identify shortcomings, and address the potential

ecologically or be 100 % recycled.

can only be achieved if all stakeholders work together –

for improvement. In our view, it is not enough to produce a

from suppliers to logistics partners, manufacturers to retailers.

product that is essential for a transition in the mobility sector
and, in turn, to achieve climate targets.
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Transparency of the supply chain

”Our supplier base is characterised by
long-standing, trusting and cooperative
Fairness

Credibility

partnerships. Many of our suppliers are
family businesses with goals that span

Respect

generations, and roots in Europe.“
Markus Riese, Founder and CEO

Openness

Transparency
means for us

Willingness to change

Trust

Cooperation

Our understanding of transparency
Partnership

We have defined our values for the path to a transparent,

This is not primarily about a supplier’s current sustainability

global supply chain. It is important for us to have fair working

performance but, above all, about the willingness to come on

relationships, mutual respect, and a permanent partnership in

board with us and be open to improvements.

the industry.
We expect our suppliers to be credible combined with a

We rely on long-term business relationships in which we
grow with our partners and learn from each other.

willingness to change. This is needed to make the value chain
sustainable.
Working together with our business partners is a key factor
in the broad field of environmental, resource and climate
protection in the supply chain.
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Transparency of the supply chain

Supply Chain Act Initiative

Declaration of Principles

In April 2021, together over 50 renowned companies,

Commenting on the statement, Dr. Sandra Wolf said:

E-Bikes and Cargo-Bikes are products that inspire people all over

It is therefore important to us that our products are in harmony

we signed a call to strengthen the German Duty of Care Act

”Taking responsibility is a central role and strength of

the world, and are associated with positive feelings and experi-

with people and nature, but also that people with whom we

through the Business & Human Rights Centre

business people. That is why it is critical that we also take

ences. By using our bikes, our customers are doing something

work are governed by ”good, fair and healthy“ standards. People

(www.business-humanrights.org).

responsibility for the duty of care in our global supply chain.

positive for the environment and for their own health.

are at the heart of everything we do, and this is firmly enshrined

We expect this to define clear framework conditions and

Riese & Müller is clearly committed to strengthening the

parameters that will make it easier for us as a company to act

German Duty of Care Act.“

in our corporate culture.

diligently on a global scale. We are also convinced that it will

Read the full document here

provide us with greater security.

Find more information on this here

Code of Conduct
with immediate suppliers, despite these business relationships being less likely to pose significant
human rights risks (depending on the sector). This ignores both the risks in lower supply chain tiers
and the need for more effective measures. In practice, positive incentives and development
measures for suppliers often prove more reliable and effective, as do long-term supply relationships
based on partnership, as well as changes to a company’s own business strategy – building on the
genuine involvement of all relevant stakeholders, especially of potentially and actually affected
due diligence
(starting withstandards,
the risk analysis). In these areas too, the law must align more
For an effective Supply Chain Law that ispeople,
closelyin
aligned
with international
the UN Guiding Principles and OECD Guidelines and their transformative and more
strengthens the rights of affected closely
people with
and creates
a level playing field
comprehensive approach.
We are strongly in support of mandatory human rights and environmental due diligence legislation;
2)
The law should focus on the rights of affected people and also create a level playing field
therefore, we welcome that the (German) Federal Government has agreed on a draft law, which
regarding remediation requirements.
the parliament (Bundestag) is currently discussing.1 This is a step in the right direction and sends
It is ahigh time that Germany, as one of the most important players in global trade, takes the step
strong signal that corporate responsibility for human
rights
is a duty
andtowards
not should
a truly
effective
Chain
thus paving the way for an ambitious EU regulation.
According
to and
UN the
andenvironment
OECD standards,
companies
provide
or Supply
cooperate
in Law,
remediation
a voluntary matter.
fromcaused
pooreror
countries
in thetoglobal
South, occasionally purported as a side-effect of
through legitimate processes, at a minimum, ‘Divestment’
when they have
contributed
adverse
due diligence
is not
realistic.
impacts. However, the provisions on remedy mandatory
[Abhilfemaßnahmen]
in legislation,
the draft law
neglect
theRather, sustainable development only happens
This law can bring about a paradigm shift if it both widely establishes responsible business conduct
when
working
conditions
and
investments
respect
human rights and are in line with environmental
aspect of remediation for individuals including reparation, although access to remedy [Zugang zu
and leads to concrete improvements for people and the environment along global supply chains.
standards.
A strengthened
law would,
implementation, make a tangible contribution to
Abhilfe] under the UN Guiding Principles includes
such rights
of individually
affectedthrough
people.itsThe
However, if the law is to achieve this, and to make a substantial contribution towards a more
improving
human
global value
chains.
complaints procedure in the draft is also primarily
designed
as rights
a merealong
notification
system.
The At the same time, it would help companies
sustainable economy, crucial aspects of the draft need to be strengthened. In its current become
draft resilient and future-oriented. Business must not be done at the expense of people and
provisions thus leave gaps at the expense of those affected
and must be strengthened.
version, the law falls well short of the standards set out in the UN Guiding Principles and OECD
the environment.
Guidelines. The EU Parliament’s proposal for Legal
a future
EU-wide regulation,
follows
mechanisms,
in additionfor
to example,
strong administrative
enforcement, are needed to strengthen
these more consistently.
and protect the rights of affected people to remedy and reparation, while at the same time having
a broad preventative effect. We welcome that the draft law entitles domestic trade unions and nonImportant points for strengthening the existing draft:
governmental organisations to litigate before German courts on behalf of affected people from
[Prozessstandschaft].
a step in the right direction and recognition of the
1)
The German Supply Chain Law should other
apply countries
the risk-based
approach of theThis
UN isGuiding
rights ofand,
affected
people andestablish
the important
role of
civil society.
Principles and OECD Guidelines consistently
in particular,
proactive
due
diligence obligations along the entire value chain.
3)
The law’s scope should apply to companies of all sizes, and it should also apply to
companies
registered
outside
active
on the German market.
In our view, the UN Guiding Principles already account
for the
complexity
of and
current
global
supply networks: following these standards, companies can prioritise, where necessary and
For us, responsibility for human rights and the environment applies to companies of all sizes. Only
appropriate, to focus first on the most salient issues for people and the environment. The basis for
scale and complexity of measures can vary in order to ensure their appropriateness and
this prioritisation lies in the continuous and proactive analysis of potential and actual violations
proportionality for companies in accordance with the UN Guiding Principles and OECD Guidelines.
along the entire value chain, given that severe issues can occur anywhere – at any point in the
Decisive factors include the size, sector and operational environment of a company, as well as the
value chain and in any country, in the company’s own operations and in external business
severity and irreversibility of its human rights and environmental impacts. Minimum thresholds for
relationships. Moreover, our experience shows that the risk of human rights violations often
the size of a company, on the other hand, contradict these risk- and context-based UN and
increases further down the supply chain. Regular identification and assessment of human rights
OECD requirements.
and environmental risks in value chains can provide starting points for appropriate responses even
if individual production sites are not yet knownThe
at every
stage.
At the same
time, more
transparent
globally
connected
German
“Mittelstand”
(or SME sector), which includes several of the
and less complex supply chains form important
building blocks
for companies’
human
rights
andthe current draft law, some smaller companies
signatories,
is Germany's
economic
engine.
Under
environmental due diligence.
would be included indirectly through their contractual relationships with large companies and

would then have to factor in their contractual enforcement. Instead, smaller German companies
Through a risk-based approach, companies take appropriate measures where the greatest and
should be included directly in the scope of a strengthened law. Close alignment with UN and OECD
most urgent need for action exists, regardless of where in the value chain this occurs. In the
standards would ensure proportionality here as well, and lead to a greater and necessary
current draft law, the obligations to conduct risk analysis and follow-up are limited to own business
partnership dynamic to ensure respect for people and the environment in global value chains.
operations and tier 1, except in cases of “substantiated knowledge” of possible violations. This
means there are large gaps in terms of preventing
and addressing
human
issues, as well
as a with international standards is more effective
In principle,
we believe
thatrights
any regulation
aligned
lack of incentive for further proactive efforts bythe
companies.
This must it
becovers.
corrected.
The French law
more companies
A strengthened
law should therefore also apply to companies
and the proposals for EU regulation entail a proactive
risk-based
approach
throughout
value
chain. significant business activities on the German
registered
outside
of Germany
butthe
that
conduct

market. Such a provision would further increase the level playing field.
We unequivocally welcome the draft law’s reference to the key role that a company’s own
purchasing practices play in preventing human rights abuses. At the same time, elsewhere it relies
***
too heavily on mere control measures and the contractual enforcement of requirements in the
supply chain. In practical terms, this would lead companies to focus on contractual enforcement
2

Our Code of Conduct for Suppliers forms the basis for

Our principles for our suppliers are based on the guidelines

cooperating in ways that respect human rights and avoid

in our Declaration of Principles on the Observance of Human

environmental damage – both at home and abroad – and for

Rights. The actual content of the code is based on the Code of

enabling us to conscientiously meet our global duty of care.

Conduct of the World Federation of the Sports Goods Industry

It is based on the values we have been practising since 1993.

(WFSGI).

There are five principles enshrined in the Code of Conduct that

In line with our Responsibility Strategy, at Riese & Müller we

are crucial to our relationship with our business partners: pro-

expect our business partners and their employees to act

tection of human rights, responsible use of resources, trans-

responsibly and adhere to our Code of Conduct and the princi-

parent business relations, fair market behaviour, and confiden-

ples enshrined in it.

tial handling of data.
Read the full document here

Riese & Müller
Code of Conduct
for Suppliers

Data, trade secrets, corporate property – Our principles
Conﬁdential data, trade secrets and company property must be protected.
Specifically, we expect our suppliers to adhere to the
following
principles:
People
– Our
principles
Riese & Müller was born out of friendship, fairness, mutual respect and trust – and not least out
Data protection

of a love of cycling. These are values that connect Markus Riese, Heiko Müller and Sandra Wolf.
Our suppliers comply with all applicable laws on protecting
thecommitted
personalNon-adherence
data
of employees,
All three are
to ensuring
thatmay
these
values
are &given
thetonecessary
space terminate
in a fast- the business relationship
entitle
Riese
Müller
extraordinarily
customers, business partners and other data subjects.
growing company and with
are practised
when
working with
others.
the supplier
concerned.
Riese
& Müller has the discretion to avoid such consequences and

Environment – Our principles
instead take alternative action if the supplier provides credible assurances and can demonstrate
Protecting know-how, patents,
business
and trade
secrets
As part
of our „Responsibility
2025“
strategy,
ourtovision
is to
the
most sustainable
Specifi
cally, sustainability
we expect our
suppliers
adhere
to be
thecountermeasures
following
principles:
that
appropriate
immediate
have been taken to prevent future violations. This
Our suppliers respect the know-how,
business
trade
secrets
ofnot
Riese
& Müller
and
company in patents,
the E-Bike
industry.and
In this
way,
we want
to aff
signiﬁ
cantly
contribute
environmental
will
ect
any other
rights to
and
entitlement and
available to Riese & Müller in respect of violations.

Our Code of Conduct for Suppliers is the basis for working together in ways that respect human

third parties. They do not disclose
this information
to
parties
prior
express
written this vision. Success is
climate protection.
We deﬁ
nethird
targets
eachwithout
year to the
bring
us closer
to achieving
Human
rights

consent of Riese & Müller. often achievable only byRiese
working
closelysuppliers
with suppliers
and
requires
everyone
involved
to beon
willing
& Müller
respect
the
globally
prevailing
provisions
protecting human rights.
to change, to be open and
transparent.
This
specifically means that our suppliers will not tolerate any forced or child labour within their
Our suppliers do not offer, either directly or indirectly, inappropriate benefits to Riese & Müller
business operations. Specifically here is meant compliance with the provisions of ILO Conventions
employees or third parties in the form of gifts, hospitality or invitations that are intended to exert
Specifically, we expect our
to adhere
to the following
138suppliers
and 182 on
the minimum
legal ageprinciples:
for the employment of children.
undue influence. Riese & Müller employees may not accept
these gifts, with
hospitality
invitations.
Compliance
theorRiese
& Müller Code of Conduct for
Suppliers
The Code of Conduct is rooted in the values we have been practising since 1993. The core of our
Dr. Sandra
Wolf
Compliance with legal provisions
Equal opportunities and non-discrimination
Our
actions accord to the principle of being “good and healthy for people and the environment”.
The state
as a customer and dealings with public authorities
Adherence to the principlesOur
of our
Code of
Conduct
is an
integral
partenvironment
of
& Müller
maintaining
suppliers
take
responsibility
for their
andno
for
protecting
the environment.
Our
suppliers
strive
toRiese
ensure
that
one
is discriminated
against on the basis of ethnic, national
the comply with the stringent legal provisionsgood
principles for our suppliers are based on the guidelines in our Declaration of Principles
Ouron
suppliers
on dealings
with
governments,
authorities
and trusting businessThey
relationships
withevery
its suppliers.
comply with
provision
on environmental
and sustainability.
orlegal
social
origin, skin
colour, gender,protection
religion, ideology,
age, disability, sexual orientation or political
and
public
institutions.
When
tendering
for
public
contracts,
our
business
partners
observe
the
Observance of Human Rights. The actual content of the code is based on the Code of Conduct
views.
respective legal provisions and the rules of free and fairRiese
competition.
& Müller reserves theMore
righteﬃ
to cient
periodically
that
suppliers
are complying with the
use ofcheck
energy
and
resources
of the World Federation of the Sports Goods Industry (WFSGI).

rights and avoid environmental damage – both at home and abroad – and for enabling
to
Gifts,us
hospitality
and invitations
conscientiously meet our global duty of care.

Code of Conduct. We expect
the
supplierminimise
to grant us
to
premises
to of
a reasonable
extentprocesses and products.
Our
suppliers
theaccess
environmental
impact
their production
Freedom
of its
association

1

The German original of this statement was published in April 2021. On 11 June, the German Parliament’s lower chamber (Bundestag) adopted the “Act on Corporate Due Diligence in Supply Chains”. It was approved by the upper chamber
(Bundesrat) on 25 June and announced in the Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) on 22 July. The law will enter into
force in 2023 and initially cover companies with >3000 employees, and from 2024 companies with >1000 employees.

In accordance with our Responsibility Strategy, Riese & Müller also expects suppliers (i.e. any
contractual partner who supplies Riese & Müller with goods, materials or services) Market
and theirconduct – Our principles

for this purpose and in accordance
with
applicable
law,suppliers
after priorrespect
consultation,
and to grant
us of every employee to form and join trade unions and
They help
to reduce
energy
consumption
andthe
CO2fundamental
emissions.
Our
right
access to documents relating to compliance with the
principles
set out in thisassociations.
Code of Conduct.
employee
representative
If local legislation restricts this right, alternative means of
Insofar as necessary and requested by the supplieremployee
for the protection
of its business
and trade
representation
that comply
with the law are to be facilitated.

Riese & Müller acts fairly and responsibly in the market and
adheres
to contractual
secrets,
inspections
shall beobligations.
carried out by a third party bound to secrecy who must not pass on any
employees to act responsibly and to be guided by this Code of Conduct and the principles
con-

information on business and
trade secrets
to us. Workplace
Business
relations
– Our principles
safety and working hours
Specifically, we expect our suppliers to adhere to the following principles:
For us, openness and transparency
are
key towith
establishing
credible
andrequirements
trustworthy relations
Our suppliers
comply
the applicable
legal
for occupational health and safety.
obliged to adhere
If a supplier fails to adherewith
to the
principles
set outThey
in this
Code
of Conduct
or if it
becomes
our
suppliers.
help
to further
develop
and
improveevident
working conditions. Working hours comply as a minimum
Free competition
that third parties employed within the scope of thewith
business
relationship
are notlegal
committed
to these
the respective
national
requirements
or the minimum standards of their industry.
Our suppliers comply with the applicable antitrust laws principles,
and, in particular,
do
not
enter
into
we expect the supplier
to provide
us with
withoutto
having
to be requested
to
Specifically,
we expect
our information,
suppliers to adhere
the following
principles:
any anti-competitive agreements.
do so, about the situation as well as about any corrective
measures
Minimum
wage that have been taken.
Avoidance of conﬂicts of
interest
Our
suppliers ensure that their employees are paid appropriately, in accordance with the legally
Export controls
Decisions made by our suppliers
exclusively
on factual
and
professional
criteria
and or collectively agreed
stipulatedare
andbased
guaranteed
minimum
wage.
In the
absence of
statutory
Our suppliers ensure compliance with all applicable laws governing the import and export
are not influenced by personal
interests
relationships.
regulations,
pay isand
based
on local wage rates and benefits for the specific sector, and at rates that
of goods, services and information.
ensure an adequate standard of living for employees and their families.
Prevention of corruption
Money laundering
Our suppliers do not tolerate any corruption. They ensure that their employees, subcontractors
Our suppliers ensure that the respective applicable legal provisions against money laundering
and agents do not give, offer or accept bribes, kickbacks, improper donations or other improper
are not violated.
payments or benefits to customers, public officials or other third parties.

tained within it. Where suppliers engage third parties (subcontractors or agents) in the course
of business relations, Riese & Müller expects that these third parties are also

1

to these principles.

As of: 28 April 2021 (English translation as of August 2021)
3

Business information
Our suppliers publish business information and report on their business activities truthfully
and in accordance with the applicable laws.
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Transparency of the supply chain

Showing strength
together

Bike Brainpool – Bike Charter
Bike Brainpool is the think tank of the German cycling sector.
There has been a CSR satellite within Bike Brainpool for some

As an industry, we have achieved much this year.

Shift Cycling Culture –
Cycling Industry Climate Commitment

Together with other companies, we have helped to shape Shift
Cycling Culture’s Cycling Industry Climate Commitment and Bike
Brainpool’s Bike Charter, and have signed both documents. It is a
clear commitment:

Shift Cycling Culture is a global non-profit movement that

time now. The Bike Charter was developed within this group
and is intended to motivate companies in the cycling industry
to actively work and commit to specific sustainability issues.
Riese & Müller has been actively involved in shaping the
charter.

aims to unite the collective power of cycling to mobilise

the industry is ready to change!

positive climate change action. As part of this initiative, CEOs
from leading global companies in the cycling sector, including
Strava, Rapha and Brompton, regularly meet to consider and
plan a more sustainable future.
Dr. Sandra Wolf is a member of this body. The idea of a global

1.

call to action originated here along with a letter to industry

Präambel
Die BIKEBRAINPOOL-Mitglieder übernehmen
Verantwortung für nachhaltiges Wirtschaften

CEOs.

Mit dieser BIKE CHARTA geben wir, der BIKEBRAINPOOL, Handlungsimpulse zu
einem wirkungsvollen Beitrag zur Ressourcenschonung, Nachhaltigkeit und zum
Klimaschutz rund um die Produkte und Dienstleistungen in der Fahrradindustrie.

BIKE CHARTA
Die BIKEBRAINPOOL-Mitglieder übernehmen Verantwortung für nachhaltiges
Wirtschaften

Ein nachhaltiges Produkt aus einer nachhaltigen Branche

Gleichzeitig wissen wir, dass wir bei aller Dringlichkeit, die
Rahmenbedingungen
2. dieUnsere
CSR-Themen und Maßnahmen
fordern, nur einen Schritt nach dem anderen machen können und möglichst viele
2.1. hinaus
CSR rund
um die
Produkte der Fahrradwirtschaft
Unternehmen – unsere Mitgliedsunternehmen und darüber
– zum
Handeln
1. NACHHALTIGES INNOVATIONSMANAGEMENT/“BUSINESSinspirieren und bewegen wollen.
2. Unsere CSR-Themen und Maßnahmen

Es ist auch im ökonomischen Interesse und im Sinne der Zukunftsfähigkeit der Branche
und ihrer einzelnen Unternehmen, die Themen CSR und Nachhaltigkeit anzugehen. Als
Unternehmer*innen in der Fahrradbranche tragen wir Verantwortung und müssen uns
unserer ökologischen und gesellschaftlichen Wirkung bewusst sein.

Inhaltsverzeichnis2.

Unsere CSR-Themen und Maßnahmen

1st November 2021

Dear cycling industry colleagues,

Companies and organisations committed since 1st November:

Brands
Ken Lousberg
Antje von Dewitz
Chris Kruitbosch
Johannes Biechele
We are proud that cycling plays an important part in decarbonising our world, by enabling people to ride their
Jochim Aerts
bikes, enjoy the outdoors and make cities more liveable by taking cars off the streets. At the same time, the
Tori Fahey
way in which we in the cycling industry make and sell products is also contributing to the problem.
Jerry & Shelley Lawson
Michael Lin
We need to change this, but we can’t do it on our own, which is why we’re making an urgent appeal to
Tim Bundegaard-Goodall
Andy Smallwood
you, our partners and competitors across the wider industry.
Hugo Davidson
Stefan Schott
Why this initiative
Ardo Kaurit
Oliver Pepper
Shift Cycling Culture brought us together in a leadership forum to discuss our business’ roles in tackling climate
Staffan Widell
change. During this process we have woken up to the fact that it is not just our business we need to change and
Jasper Ockeloen
Ben Gaby
Ourour
commitment
that in order to contribute to the UN global goals on Climate Change, we will need to speed up
efforts
Rob Webbon
collectively as an industry.
1 // Report: We will disclose our own company’s carbon impacts by measuring our Scope 1 & 2
Richard Zirkl
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, in accordance with the GHG Protocol, by 2023 (latest) and will
Jérôme Communal
continue to do so on an annual basis

As a group of business leaders from across the cycling industry, we have become acutely aware that climate
change is not only a future risk, but a current one, which is accelerating before our eyes.

CEO, SRAM Bicycle Components
CEO, Vaude Sport GmbH & Co. KG
CEO, Kruitbosch
CEO & Founder, Fazua GmbH
CEO & Founder, Belgian Cycling Factory (Ridley/Eddy Merckx)
Founder, Apidura Ltd.
Co-founders, Frog Bikes
CEO, Pacific Cycles, Inc.
CEO, Islabikes
CEO, Ribble Cycles
CEO, Knog Pty Ltd.
CEO & Founder, 8bar bikes
CEO & Co-founder, Ampler Bikes
Founder, Morvélo
CEO & Founder, Ass Savers AB
CEO & Founder, Sockeloen
Founder & CEO, RideGuard c/o Jabeda Ltd.
CEO, Presca Ltd.
CEO & Co-founder, reanimated-bikes
CEO & Co-founder, Cycles Revolution SAS

How the collective cycling industry can play a part
2 // Reduce: We will disclose our plans to reduce our Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) emissions
by at least 55%
Manufacturers
/ Distributors
warming
In 2015, 195 countries signed the UN Paris Agreement, in which they committed to keep global
by 2030 (against a baseline of no earlier than 2015)
Armando Levy,
CEO & Founder, Rodi & Triangles
below the critical level of 1.5 degrees Celsius. To achieve this, Greenhouse Gas emissions have to be reduced
Jesper Lundqvist
CEO & Founder, Promovec
This is just a start
Daisuke Kobayashi
CEO, SR SunTour
by 55% by 2030, and 100% no later than 2050.

To reach this target also in the cycling industry, we need the entire supply chain to be
of the environmental impact of our products arises from production; 50-80% of the carbon emissions take place
Please join us
doesn't place
when we extract, source and produce materials and parts. We operate in a linear economy that
invite you to join us on this journey
This letter is a call to action for ourselves and for you as our colleagues. We Retailers
value on the recirculation of materials, and too often, our customers are left with incompatible
redundant
Chase Wreyford
Founder, Repack Bike Shop
andand
commit
to transformative change in our industry.
Andy Carr
CEO & Founder, Spoon Group Ltd.
parts and products.
Please join us by signing up at www.shiftcyclingculture.com/climatecommitment
Craig Goff-Cooper

Yours
We recognise the enormity of the challenge of meeting the UN Paris Agreements’ targets, and
wesincerely,
will only be
Derek Bouchard-Hall
able to do so if we innovate together to:

- Reduce emissions related to production
- Create products that will last longer
- Work with customers on maintenance and lifetime extension
- Develop a closed loop system to recover materials

Shiftcyclingculture.com

David Zurcher
Will Butler-Adams OBE
Wade Wallace
Peter Woods
Jayu Yang
Thomas Spengler
Simon Mottram
Dr. Sandra Wolf
Thorsten Heckrath-Rose
Frank Bohle
Barbara Bigolin
Mike Sinyard
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06.12.2021
Stijn

Other
CEO, Assos of Switzerland
Robin Thurston
CEO, BMC Switzerland AG
Mark Sutton
CEO, Brompton
Joko Vogel & Olivier Senn
Founder, CyclingTips
Jon Woodroof
CEO, Dorel Sports Group
Alessandro Ferrio
CEO, Haro Bikes USA/Kenda Tires
Steve Zavestoski
MD Marketing & Customer, Internetstores Holding GmbH
Founder & CEO, Rapha
CEO, Riese & Müller GmbH
Managing Director, ROSE Bikes GmbH
President & CEO, Schwalbe
CEO, Selle Royal Group
Founder & CEO, Specialized Bicycle Components
President & CEO, Vittoria S.p.A.
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CEO & Co-founder, Outside Inc.
Founding Editor, CyclingIndustry.News
Co-CEO & Founder, Cycling Unlimited AG, Tour de Suisse
Owner & Founder, Twotone Consulting BV
Founder, We Bike Italy
Founder, Comova Cycling
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verwendeten Materialien. Daher
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Herstellern
müssen Produkte und Dienstleitungen direkt mit einem neuen Verständnis

Inkubation von neuen Geschäftsmodellen
für Nachhaltigkeit
entwickelt
ggf. neu gestaltet werden.
Was verstehen wir dabei unter CSR? "Corporate Social 3.Responsibility"
oder
kurz und
CSR
2. NACHHALTIGES PRODUKTDESIGN: Schon der Designprozess eines
ist die gesellschaftliche Verantwortung von Unternehmen
im Sinne
eines nachhaltigen
Handlungsmöglichkeiten
Produktes bzw.
einer Dienstleitung bestimmt wesentlich den Einfluss u.a. auf
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oder
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2. Lebenszyklusanalyse
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Handlungsmöglichkeiten
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1. Reduktion des Verpackungsmaterials (insbesondere
1. Reduktion des Verpackungsmaterials (insbesondere
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Founder, Ride Electric

Shiftcyclingculture.com
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We recognise that these are just the initial steps of a long journey, and that many of us in our industry have already
Jimmy Seear
Co-founder, CSS Composites
begun to take them. However, we believe these initial steps are essential and urgent for us all, and that if every
Thomas Ramge & Marco Wolf CEO, UPL Service GmbH
involved.
The biggest part
company within the cycling industry takes them, then the cumulative impact would be enormous.
João Miranda
CEO, Miranda & Irmão, Lda
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Einwegverpackungen) durch intelligente Verpackungskonzepte oder die
Verwendung von recyclefähigem oder biologisch abbaubarem

Verpackungsmaterial
Doch niemand muss allein loslaufen, wir fahren im Peloton
und unterstützen uns
2. BIKEBRAINPOOL
Mehrweg-Verpackungen mit Pfandsystemen
einführen
Page 4
gegenseitig im Sinne des gezielten Peer-to-Peer-Learning.
Wir halten uns fortan über
die Entwicklungen und Fortschritte informiert und veröffentlichen diese über die
Webseite und im Linkedin Kanal auch in die gesamte Branche. Nach einem Jahr wird
Page 4 fest und
BIKEBRAINPOOL
BIKE
CHART
ER 2021
ein
erstes
Fazit gezogen: wir halten gebündelt in einem
Playbook Fortschritte
zeigen Best-Practice Beispiele auf, die im Rahmen einer Veranstaltung präsentiert
werden sollen.
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https://www.csr-in-deutschland.de/DE/Was-ist-CSR/Grundlagen/Nachhaltigkeit-undCSR/nachhaltigkeit-und-csr.html
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About Shift Cycling Culture
Shift Cycling Culture is a global movement with the mission to drive systemic change in the cycling industry and
wider community to create a sustainable future for our sport and the places we love to ride.

Shiftcyclingculture.com
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Transparency of the supply chain

sustainabill – Our partner for a
transparent supply chain
We use sustainabill to gain a comprehensive overview
of our complex global supply and value chain.
sustainabill is a cloud platform for transparent and
sustainable procurement. The company enables buyers and
suppliers to collaborate responsibly with each other to manage

Together with our suppliers, this enables us to generate
transparency upstream of Tier 1 suppliers.
This is the basis for actively and specifically analysing and
shaping the supply chain in a responsible manner.
16 of our high-volume suppliers, including well-known

risks, ensuring that human rights are upheld and emissions

brands such as Supernova and Enviolo, have already uploaded

reduced.

their data onto the cloud platform as part of the pilot project

Riese & Müller’s suppliers can create a profile on the

So far, 60 suppliers have signed up to the sustainabill platform, which equates to 92 % of our purchasing volume.
The map shows our suppliers’ locations.

with sustainabill. The platform has been opened to other

platform, demonstrating their commitment to sustainability.

suppliers and has succeeded in encouraging 63 partners to

The information is based on certification and suppliers’

fully register. The aim is to integrate all suppliers by 2023 and,

voluntary disclosures, which are then validated by sustainabill.

at the same time include Tier 2 suppliers

”Introducing greater transparency into the supply
chain is important for us and we are pleased to be
taking an important step forward through the
cooperation with Riese & Müller and sustainabill.“
Marcus Wallmeyer, Founder and Managing Director of Supernova, which has signed up to sustainabill

The platform also takes into account the upstream supply chain.
Best practices, risks and transparent activities are therefore
quickly visible to all parties involved.

22
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Results of the survey
Long-standing partnerships

The sector predominantly consists of SMEs

We attach great importance to long-term and trusting partnerships.
This is the only way we can drive forward innovation together and guarantee maximum quality.

Strong small and medium-sized businesses typify the cycling sector –
in Germany, Europe and worldwide.

Since our
foundation

Up to
27 years

Up to
15 years

Up to
5 years

No response

Up to
49 employees

Up to
249 employees

Up to
1,999 employees

Over
2,000 employees

4

7

23

26

3

20

28

8

6

1

Cooperation in years

Supplier size by number of employees

Typified by family-owned companies

Focus on Europe

Many of our suppliers are family-owned companies with goals and values that span generations,
and which are well trusted in the industry and beyond.

Although our supply chain is very global, over 50% of our components come from Europe
and thus have shorter transport routes.

Family-owned companies

Not a family-owned company

No response

Germany

Taiwan

China

Netherlands

Portugal

Other

42

20

1

38

13

9

6

5
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Company ownership structure

24

No response

Supplier locations
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Risk screening
Risk screening is a key analysis tool on the sustainabill

Risk screening differentiates between three main

platform. It enables companies to check their supply chain

categories: environmental, social and governance indices.

against certain risks. The maps show the risks prevalent in

The sources on which the risk analysis is based are

different countries across the world.

Transparency International’s Corruption Index, the Global

It does not mean that suppliers in risk countries operate

Slavery Index, and the World Bank’s emissions figures.

according to the risk, but we are then able to carry out special
checks on companies in these risk countries.
Risk screening provides an initial overview of potential
risks in the supply chain, enabling us to set priorities and

Facility maps show risk heat maps based on risk intervals
with colours varying from green (low risk) to red (high risk).
We have established that our suppliers are predominantly
located in low- to medium-risk countries.

conduct specific risk assessments of countries identified as

Corruption Perception Index (Governance category2 facility map)

potential hotspots.

Corruption is a risk in the global supply chain and leads to a violation of human rights when environmental,
quality or human rights-related duties of care are circumvented by bribery, corruptibility or kickbacks.

Vulnerability to modern Slavery (Social category1 facility mapl)
The prevention of modern slavery is also part of duty of care in terms of human rights.
This includes various forms of worker exploitation, such as human trafficking, forced labour or child labour.

26

CO2 Emission Intensity (Environmental category3 facility map)
The intensity of the CO2 emissions in the supply chain are not directly assigned to social risks in the supply chain.
Nevertheless, it is important for Riese & Müller to also consider environmental protection and resource conservation in the
supply chain as an environmental risk factor.
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Sustainability survey

en

t

Suppliers answered over 20 questions about their sustainability
performance. The percentage indicates the percentage of all
participating suppliers (N = 16) that met the requirements.

ny

M

an

ag
em

100 %

The first project phase with sustainabill started in April 2021.

corporate strategy (Company Management = 56 %). However,

ranging from the textile and electronics industries through to

there is still a lack of specific implementation measures in

our frame manufacturers. In total, these 16 suppliers account for

relation to climate-related, social and purchasing practices. There

over 70 % of our purchasing volume.

is considerable potential for improvement (Climate Practices =

Pr
ac
es
tic

possible offsetting programmes.

67 %

g

of management, climate, social and purchasing practices. The

26 %

n
ci

the company’s carbon footprint, defining reduction targets and

37 %

ur

26 %) especially in relation to the climate, including calculating

a survey of their company’s sustainability performance in terms

disclosed their upstream suppliers.

67 %

es
tic

sustainability area, and companies from various industries –

ac

responsibilities, and incorporating sustainability into their

Pr

conserving resources, and are defining targets, assigning

of our most high-volume suppliers, benchmark suppliers in the

e
at

verifiable insight into our supply chain. The suppliers include some

im
Cl

recognised the challenge of protecting the environment and

56 %

So

below. It reveals that companies in the cycling sector have

the breadth of our supplier portfolio, and affording us an initial

suppliers whose components contain critical raw materials also

Co
m

The results of the pilot project are shown in the diagram

A total of 16 suppliers participated in this pilot project, reflecting

All suppliers have registered on the platform and completed

pa

Pilot project with 16 suppliers

Not all companies have the capacity to collect environmental

32 %

data, but still promote a socially and environmentally sound
culture and are very committed to sustainability.
In the project, Riese & Müller specifically stresses the United
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goal 17, ”Partnership for the
goals“. It is not a matter of categorising suppliers as ”good“ and
80 %

ic
es

”bad“ and eliminating them from the portfolio if they perform

ra

ct

badly, but rather about tackling projects with them and pro-

So

ci
a

lP

moting a willingness to change.

Riese & Müller
Tier 1#

Company Management
The Company Management section
indicates to what extent sustainability is anchored in the company’s
strategy. Among other things,
companies were asked whether they
had already defined responsible
employees for this issue, anchored
the issue in their corporate strategy,
and adopted concrete goals.

#

28

Climate Practices
The Climate Practices section shows
the implementation of measures
relevant to climate protection. Among
other things, companies were asked
whether they are pursuing emission
reduction targets and whether they
are calculating their greenhouse
gas emissions in line with the Greenhouse Gas Protocol.

Social Practices
The Social Practices section presents
the measures taken by companies to
guarantee good working conditions
for their employees and respect for
human rights. Among other things,
companies were asked whether they
had a strategy for compliance with
good working conditions and human
rights.

Sourcing Practices
The Sourcing Practices section
aims to understand companies’
responsible sourcing practices in their
supply chain. Companies were asked
whether they have a purchasing
strategy in place and conduct audits.

tier 1 means the first supplier in the supplier pyramid.
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In conversation: Hannah Müßener, Sustainability Manager at Riese & Müller

”In a transparent system,
shortcomings become very obvious.“
Hannah, why use a cloud platform to track the supply chain?
We noticed that we weren’t making any progress
with Excel spreadsheets and came across sustainabill when

In conversation: Klaus Wiesen, Co-founder and CEO of the cloud platform sustainabill

”Without including supply chains, any sustainability
efforts will only scratch the surface.“

What are sustainabill’s and Riese & Müller’s joint targets

Klaus, you co-founded sustainabill in 2017. How did it come

What benefits does sustainabill offer companies in getting

in the coming year?

about?

their supply chains transparent and sustainable?

Of course, we intend to continue to try to analyse all

Before I set it up, I was working at the Wuppertal Institute,

suppliers, then also their upstream suppliers, and optimise them

a think tank for application-based sustainability research. I was

knowledge and expertise incorporated in the platform: How do

the processes persuaded us immediately.

together. We have already delved quite deeply into the supply

researching methods for assessing sustainability, and found

I proceed, what processes do I need to set up, how do I assess

chain with certain products, such as aluminium. It would also be

that from a company’s point of view, the biggest environmental

the sustainability of a supplier or raw material? What data do I

nice if other companies in the cycling sector were to sign up to

impacts usually come from the supply chain – but companies

need to collect? On the other hand, the platform creates effi-

sustainabill so that we could then define an industry solution.

do not know enough about their supply chain to enable them

ciency through automation and the option to share information

But that is still quite a long way off.

to deal with such risks. I thought that there was massive

with all customers with a single click.

What surprised you most about the results?
On the one hand, I was surprised by the high level of
motivation on the part of our suppliers. We received great
feedback and considerable approval. On the other hand, I was

potential in helping companies to make their supply chain

pleased that so many companies are already taking action.

transparent, at the same time contributing to their sustainable

How central is a common approach to creating transparency

However, it is also clear that we still have a long way to go and

growth and development.

in the supply chain?

Why is there increasing focus on the supply chain in terms of

agree standards for collecting data from suppliers, the supplier

sustainability?

only has to answer an enquiry once and can then make it

Of course, this generates significant synergies: when you

that shortcomings are, of course, much more obvious in a
transparent system.

Many companies now appreciate that sustainability has
become a factor in competition.
But without including supply chains, their sustainability
efforts will usually only scratch the surface.

”The platform
instantly impressed us.“
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On the one hand, companies benefit considerably from the

looking for a provider. The platform, the visualisation and

Consumers are now also demanding sustainable products

available to other customers. But that takes time and will not
happen of its own accord. Companies, like Riese & Müller, need
to lead the way. Our platform combines both: one company
can lead the way and other companies can gradually join in
and benefit from the preparatory work. Each company can

and there are the regulatory requirements of the Supply Chain

specifically define the exact scope of its sustainability work,

Act that comes into effect in Germany in 2023.

which then differentiates the pioneers in the industry.
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Transparency of the supply chain

Al

13

Identification of risk materials
in the supply chain
We have defined three risk materials in cooperation with

These raw materials have very good properties in the

sustainabill about which we would seriously like to gain greater

components in which they are used. However, the Federal

transparency: aluminium, cobalt and copper.

Environment Agency 4, 5, 6 has classified them as critical, because

Aluminium is mainly found in our bike frames, which are
made entirely of aluminium. There are also components, such
as suspension forks, mudguards, bike stands, rear derailleurs

the countries in which these metals are mined often lack a duty
of care on human rights, the environment and social issues.
In 2022, we will focus more on the wider supply chains of

and carriers, that are either fully or partly made of aluminium.

suppliers whose components contain critical materials. At the

The weight of the frame alone means that aluminium makes

same time, we will delve more deeply into the recycling of these

up the largest risk material by percentage in our products.

materials and set new recycling targets for aluminium etc.

Cobalt and copper are mainly found in electronic components,
for example in the bike’s drive system or lighting.

Co
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Cu
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Supplier
profiles
You have to see it to understand it –
that’s why our photographer Lars Schneider
visited and documented three suppliers in Europe.

Triangle’s Cycling Equipments S.A.
Borralha, Portugal

Selle Royal S.p.a.
Pozzoleone, Italy

Hebie GmbH & Co. KG
Bielefeld, Germany

Aluminium E-bike frame – Tier 1

Triangle’s Cycling Equipments S.A.
Borralha, Portugal
Armando Levi Silva, President
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Supplier profiles

Triangle’s was a newcomer in 2015 as a
cooperation project between three Portuguese
component suppliers. Since then, the company
has been manufacturing aluminium frames in an
automated large-scale production plant – the first
company to do so worldwide. On average, a highquality aluminium frame comes off the belt every
minute on two production lines with welding
robots. A total of around 200,000 components
are produced here every year, and the company
is growing.
Triangle’s is thus aiming to become a reference
company and European market leader in this
sector. Riese & Müller has been cooperating with
the Portuguese manufacturer since 2018, which
supplies frames for the Nevo, Charger3 and
Supercharger. Triangle’s has managed to return
high-quality frame-building back to Europe,
benefiting Riese & Müller and the entire industry.

A Charger3 frame being inspected by the team leader.
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Supplier profiles

In conversation: Armando Levi Silva, President of Triangle’s Cycling Equipments S.A.

”We are committed to being
a sustainable company.“
Why is production in Europe important to you?
Currently, around 85% of our suppliers are based in Europe,
which is an important factor for us. This means that we have

What are the most important sustainability projects in your
company?
At the moment, we are running various projects. For

shorter distances to our customers, which reduces the lead

example, we are endeavouring to reduce our energy con-

time of all supply chains, and enables us to maintain close con-

sumption as much as possible and use green electricity. Today,

tact with suppliers. It also guarantees that all products and

we produce a good 20% of our electricity needs ourselves. To

production processes comply with European guidelines, which

achieve this, we have installed a photovoltaic plant with some

helps us to become more and more environmentally friendly.

1,000 panels on our premises. We are planning to double this
number in the next two years.

How would you describe your working relationship with us?
Our relationship with Riese & Müller is very important for

Overall we are committed to being a sustainable company
and are guided by the United Nations Sustainable Develop-

both sides, because we are pursuing the same goal: creating

ment Goals. We are convinced that we can make our contri-

added value through a circular economy. Both companies

bution by using clean energy, handling resources responsibly,

share the same mindset.

producing sustainably and creating decent working conditions.

You are part of our sustainabill project.

You signed the Shift Cycling Culture’s Cycling Industry Climate

What insights have you gained from it?

Commitment. What was your motivation for doing so?

Triangle’s is committed to the sustainabill project, which

We are very proud to support this commitment by the

aims to make our supply chain transparent. As an important

cycling industry. We want to play an active role in raising

supplier, we support the common goal of becoming an increas-

awareness and encouraging all stakeholders to modify their

ingly sustainable company.

behaviour. By doing so, we hope to help reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by at least 55% by 2030, to create a better,
more environmentally-friendly and sustainable world for
future generations.

Ready-painted Triangle’s frames for the Riese & Müller Nevo, Charger3 and Supercharger models before packaging.
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Supplier profiles

After heat treatment, the frames need to be precisely aligned.

40

An employee oversees the milling process (top); finishing in the grinding process (bottom).
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Supplier profiles

Triangle’s Cycling Equipments S.A.

2015
Founded in Borralha, Portugal

Around 250 employees at the site

Manufacturer of 200,000 aluminium frames per
year for high-quality bike brands

5
Riese & Müller partner since

2018
Europe-based suppliers:

85%

Signatory of the Shift Cycling Culture’s
”Cycling Industry Climate Commitment“

Masking work in the paint shop.
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Supplier profiles

Final inspection in the paint shop before the frames are packed.

The ready-to-ship boxes.
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Supplier profiles

Navarra – Extrusão de Alumínio, S.A., the upstream supplier of Triangle’s frame profiles, is located only 150 km away in the town of Braga.
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Bike saddles – Tier 1

Selle Royal S.p.a.
Pozzoleone, Italy
Riccardo Losio, Strategy & Innovation Director and
Barbara Bigolin, CEO of Selle Royal
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Supplier profiles

Since it was established in 1956, Selle Royal has
established itself as one of the world’s leading manufacturers of bike saddles. The company is run by Barbara
Bigolin and her son Riccardo Losio, the second and third
generations of the family. The company currently has over
50 different models in its range and exports them to
around 100 countries.
Selle Royal saddles have garnered numerous
international design awards and are the first choice of
many bike manufacturers and professional athletes.
The company, based in northern Italy, has been cooperating with R
 iese & M
 üller since 2001, and currently supplies
seven different saddle models for almost the entire range
of bikes, from the Birdy to the Load.
You sense a spirit of ”supporting cyclists“ throughout
the company, because every cyclist knows that riders truly
value a properly selected, high-quality saddle.

Precise stitching of a saddle by the subsidiary brand fizik.
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Supplier profiles

An employee prepares a saddle mould for production.
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An illustration by the artist Cento Canesio, which is intended to symbolise the diversity of people working at Selle Royal with Chinese zodiac symbols.
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Supplier profiles

In conversation: Riccardo Losio, Strategy & Innovation Director, Selle Royal S.p.a.

”Systemic changes are needed to drive forward
climate protection.“
Why is production in Europe important to you?
We are not only proud of producing our saddles here in
Europe, but also of the fact we purchase most of the materials

What are the most important sustainability projects
in your company?
description for sustainability. Etymologically, it includes

from European suppliers. The covering material, the PP body

the aspect of ”response“, an action that involves a proactive

of the saddle, the saddle struts and the packaging all come

approach. We have done much in relation to culture and

from Europe. We only procure around 30% of screws and nuts

education, as sustainability is not just an environmental issue.

from Asia through European suppliers, and only about 10% of

Eight years ago, for instance, we launched ”iCARE“. The project

polyurethane foam and gel from the USA or Asia.

aims to enable all employees to participate in corporate social
responsibility targets. These might be measures that deal with

How would you describe your working relationship with us?
We have a really excellent working relationship with

people, participation in the workplace and outside, or simply
relating to our planet. That is why we have decided to take

Riese & M
 üller. We have been collaborating constantly since

action with two main projects. Firstly, with the development of

Riese & M
 üller first fitted our Lookin saddle on the Culture

products typified by an environmental approach, such as the

model in 2001, and have witnessed and supported the compa-

Lookin Eco. It is made of 100% recycled plastic and the upper

ny’s success story at first hand. We are proud of that.

is 40% organic. Secondly, we are committed to a new type of

Today, Riese & Müller not only uses Selle Royal saddles on

environmental assessment at our production site, which will

almost all models, but is also an active partner when it comes

use the processes to develop action plans for improvement.

to feedback about our products. Our development team in Italy
is now working directly with colleagues from Riese & Müller in

You signed the Shift Cycling Culture’s Cycling Industry Climate

the development of new saddles. We couldn’t ask for more.

Commitment. What was your motivation for doing so?

You are part of our sustainabill project. What insights

decisively push ahead with climate protection measures.

have you gained from it?

Therefore, as an industry, we need to define an overarching

We firmly believe that systemic changes are needed to

Sustainabill is a marvellous tool that lets us test our supply

vision – and strategies for achieving it. To do this, we need

chain against environmental and social governance criteria:

to share our experiences and use our respective skills to kick-

from social, environmental and responsible corporate gov-

start viable and effective projects.

ernance aspects. We hope to do the same for our own supply
chain in the near future. It would be best if such a process
were standardised in line with international standards. Then
we could identify commitment across the entire supply chain.

The saddles are manufactured at numerous individual workstations with continuous quality control.
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Selle Royal S.p.a.

1956

14 million bike saddles sold annually

Founded in Pozzoleone, Italy

Four production sites worldwide: in Brazil, China,

Riese & Müller partner since

England and Italy with approximately 1,400
employees, 450 of them based in Pozzoleone

2001
Europe-based suppliers to the Italian site:

100%

Signatory of the Shift Cycling Culture’s
”Cycling Industry Climate Commitment“

The cover material for different saddle shapes is punched with minimal loss of material. Offcuts are returned to an internal recycling process.
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Supplier profiles

The saddles are artistically designed by Selle Royal staff.
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Supplier profiles

Portrait of the company founder Riccardo Bigolin, who died in 2014 (above); historic templates in the saddle mould archive (below).
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Bike components – tier 1

Hebie GmbH & Co. KG
Bielefeld, Germany
Christian Junker, CEO, and Dirk Niermann,
Head of Automation & CSR, Hebie GmbH & Co. KG
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Supplier profiles

The long-established Bielefeld-based company, now in the sixth generation of the family, has been manufacturing bike components for over a
century. Initially it produced cork and celluloid handles, later chain guards
and tyre pumps, and has also been machining metal parts since 1914.
Numerous inventions and patents established the name Hebie in the
industry, but the manufacturer is also known for its expertise and individual solutions. Today, the specialist with 119 employees at two sites produces mudguards, kickstands, carriers and chain guards for numerous
manufacturers. Hebie has been associated with Riese & Müller since 1994.
Currently, the Bielefeld company is supplying components for the Cruiser,
Swing and Tinker models, among others. Hebie is an active advocate of
the Bike Brainpool Bike Charter.

The anvil, which is over 100 years old, is still used by fitters for metalworking.
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Chain gliders are manufactured by a robot in an injection moulding process. The material is partially recycled.
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Supplier profiles

Rear kickstands are mounted on a specially designed mechanism.
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The ”stands, tubes, spring“ assembly for rear kickstands.
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Supplier profiles

In conversation: Christian Junker, CEO of Hebie GmbH & Co. KG

”It makes sense to question your own measures
and successes.“
Why is production in Europe important to you?
Production in Europe is extremely important to us. About

How would you describe your working relationship with us?
We have a long-standing and exciting working relationship

80% of the goods we purchase directly come from European

with Riese & Müller. From the very outset, we have followed

suppliers. We regard this as a strategic advantage – from a

the rapid and bold growth of the company. Over the years,

social, environmental and economic point of view

we have been able to support Riese & Müller with excellent

First of all, our employees are of paramount importance

components and fair conditions. The company is a good

to us. The same should apply to our suppliers’ employees. We

partner for us, and we constantly incorporate its suggestions

therefore commit our business partners along the value chain

and criticisms into the further development of our products.

to respect internationally recognised human rights through our

But we especially value the very trusting and personal

Code of Conduct. We ask them to act in accordance with legal

relationship we have with them. This gives rise to excellent

requirements and expect their working conditions to meet

collaboration, far beyond normal day-to-day business. We have

minimum standards. Of course, we can track this more easily

been collaborating with commitment, lots of trust and fun in a

with suppliers in Europe.

number of working groups for many years.

We can also more easily guarantee the absence of pollutants in our upstream products in Europe. The same applies

You are part of our sustainabill project. What insights have you

to tracking product safety issues and compliance with envi-

gained from it?

ronmental regulations. And the reduced logistics costs due to

Sustainabill is a great tool. It has enabled us to have our

shorter distances result in a significantly lower environmental

company’s sustainability status verified by an independent

impact.

third party. We think it makes great sense to question our own

And ultimately product sourcing within Europe gives us

measures and successes. This is particularly good on a neutral

better control over the supply chain. It is much easier to make

platform. Transparency in the supply chain is an essential tool

enquiries to upstream suppliers when they are not based

for us to protect the climate and respect human rights. We are

overseas. Our customers also benefit from these shorter

relying on more and more manufacturers using platforms, such

distances, because it means that we have considerably faster

as sustainabill, in future to select their suppliers according to

response times in development and sample processes.

sustainability aspects.

This pays off particularly with short-notice market changes,
upcoming product adaptations, model changes and changes
in demand.

An employee with around 57 service years working on the lathe (top); production of chain bars, the cover for belt drives (bottom).
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Hebie GmbH & Co. KG

1868

3,310,000 bike components produced annually

founded in Bielefeld, Germany

Colourful stands from the ”Turrix“ range in the sales office. The unique patterns are created when the colour changes in production.

What are the most important sustainability projects in your

You signed the Bike Brainpool Bike Charter.

company?

What was your motivation for doing so?

We are currently preparing a detailed sustainability report.

sense, we consider it to be an imperative. The bike sector

measures within our company. In this context, we have carefully

is part of a modern and clean intermodal mobility and bikes

considered which issues have a significant impact on our

are the most sustainable mode of transport. It is therefore

business operations at present and looking to the future.

important that bikes are also produced with consideration

This has resulted in us concentrating on selected goals from

of the most exacting environmental and social aspects.

the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals catalogue.

Production needs to be able to withstand an audit by external

These Sustainable Development Goals enable us to pursue

stakeholders.
We hope that our commitment will also inspire other

can also measure the success of individual measures, which

companies to take measures for sustainable corporate

then allows us to accurately determine progress. This then

management or further underpin their existing activities –

lets us develop new measures and new goals as part of our

and also make them transparent to the outside world.

Europe-based suppliers:

annual update.
We are also working on our carbon footprint with the
objective of reducing avoidable emissions and offsetting the
remaining impact. Our intention: we wish to be classified as
a ”climate-conscious company“ by the 1st quarter of 2023.
And finally, we are currently working on certifying our
site in Münster in line with the Ecoprofit® programme. Our
factory in Bielefeld has been certified since 2010. The aim of
the project is the sustainable economic and environmental
strengthening of the company by increasing its environmental
efficiency. This is achieved, among other things, by reducing
waste and energy consumption, as well as by increasing
material efficiency.
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Riese & Müller partner since

1994

A jointly signed charter for the industry not only makes

In doing so, we have analysed the social and environmental

clearly formulated goals with operationally-based targets. We

119 employees in Bielefeld and Münster

80%

Signatory of the Bike Brainpool Bike Charter

Supplier profiles

Sorted punched waste from production is recycled.
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Responsibility
at the site
In 2021, we continued to intensively pursue our
Zero Emission and Zero Waste targets and embraced and
developed a ”people culture“ at our site.
We are very proud of many of these projects,
particularly as they presented major challenges
to us in 2021.
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Responsibility at our site

Ecology

Economics

Social

Culture

Taking
responsibility
together.

Levels of responsibility

Responsibility structure

Responsibility is an integral part of our corporate strategy. Our

Responsibility requires a pooling of expertise. That’s why our

corporate operations are based on four levels of responsibility.

interdisciplinary ”Responsibility“ team is made up of employees
from different departments. At its core are colleagues from

Economics

Supply Chain Management, Communication and the Board of

Efficient use of high-quality materials, avoidance of

Management. Additional expertise from other departments is

unnecessary waste and the use of natural alternatives for an

brought in for specific projects. The issues dealt with extend

environmentally-friendly production process and sustainable

from internal matters to external value creation and cover a

economic efficiency.

wide range of departments – Production, as well as the Buying
and Supply Chain, Logistics, Communication, Innovation and

Ecology

Human Resources departments.

Sustainable energy production, avoidance of CO2 emissions,
resource conservation and sensible waste management for a
healthy interaction between our company and the environment.
Social
Social commitment and promotion of community as a
prerequisite for good cooperation. Meaningful activities and
new work models that put people first.
Culture
Creativity and ideas form an effective corporate and product
culture in harmony with nature. We take responsibility for a
future worth living in.
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Responsibility at our site

The Corner Café is the central meeting place for our employees, where the focus is on meeting people, but also on good and healthy food.
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The organic products served are vegetarian or vegan and are predominantly sourced locally.
The coffee sold is also sustainably and fairly produced.
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Responsibility at our site

The cables for the motor control and lighting system are routed cleanly inside the frame.
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Expertise and skill are essential in the assembly of our bikes.
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Responsibility at our site

Wheels are made by hand and adjusted manually.
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Our Cargo Bikes are assembled and prepared for our customers in the Cargo Unit.
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Responsibility at our site

247

Number of employee bikes

Culture & diversity

New points of view
Common paths provide room to develop. This also applies
to the development paths of the employees in the company.
Some of them have been part of our team for over 20 years
and have gained experience in different departments. Making
personal and individual growth possible is one of the cornerstones that R
 iese & M
 üller has been developing over the years.
On their career paths, colleagues get to know new points
of view and enrich the company with their knowledge, expertise, personalities, origins and culture. A total of 48 different
nations are represented at R
 iese & M
 üller. Whatever origin, the
career path being pursued, or the history that brings people to

38
Average employee age
in years

Riese & M
 üller, we believe diversity means strength.
It hones our focus on responsibly making small and large
decision – within the company itself, in discussions with other
companies, organisations and partners
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15

Women in management positions
9 women / 53 men

%

Women

137

Training sessions held

13 / 21 / 1
Trainees
Student interns
Dual students

492
Men

48

Nations / Nationalities

All figures refer to the 2020/2021 business year. Date: 31 July 2021
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Responsibility at our site

Support, communication & culture

Diversity needs intermediaries
In 2021, we created two new positions in the company and

Their roles also include the promotion of intercultural

appointed a psychologist and a social educator. Supporting

understanding and conflict-free diversity as well as a culture

co-workers in integrating into the Riese & Müller corporate

of communication.

culture is at the core of the two newly created positions.

Gela Fee Fischer

Julia Seldenreich

”What is the role of a
psychologist at Riese & Müller?“

”What is the role of a
social educator at Riese & Müller?“

”My focus is on personnel development and, when neces-

”I see my role as being a mediator and, in a figurative

sary, psychological coaching for any employee. I organise

sense, also a ’translator’“.

workshops, among other things on good communication

My role goes beyond the purely linguistic and involves

and feedback culture. It’s all about how we talk to each

translating processes and cultures. The people I come into

other and also the personal approach people can adopt

contact with at Riese & Müller are highly motivated to be

to communicate well with other people. Together with

involved with and help to shape our culture. There is a great

Martin Heyd, our Integration Team Leader, I am the main

willingness to promote integration here. If employees with

contact for the Anti-discrimination Office. A person can

a migrant background join Riese & Müller, then I can assist

contact us if they feel unfairly treated or discriminated

them in identifying their own resources and responsibilities

against. We then talk to all those involved in order to

by offering them help to help themselves. For example, by

find a solution together based on an open and respectful

assisting them in getting their residence permits or helping

approach. I am also the contact for any employees

to overcome a bureaucratic obstacle with a tenancy agree-

experiencing problems of a professional or personal nature

ment, so that taking responsibility goes full circle.

and who are seeking advice to find a solution. If the causes

In my view, responsibility is sustainability viewed holistically.

are more deep-rooted, then I can support them in finding

And social sustainability is also a prerequisite for the suc-

therapeutic support.“

cessful growth of a company.“

Our partnership with the Nieder-Ramstadt
Church Social Welfare Organisation (NRD)
Integrated employment

Milk from the Sonnenhof farm

A long-term and trust-based cooperation with the NRD

Sonnenhof is an organic farm operated by the NRD,

has developed through the company’s integrated employ-

which is run on Naturland organic guidelines and is

ment policy. Currently there are five people from the

located very close to the Riese & Müller site in Mühltal.

NRD Disability Workshop working in the company. They

Alongside eight employees, the farm employs 40 people

work in different departments depending on their personal

with impairments who make a valuable and meaningful

interests and abilities, but also on their individual limitations:

contribution to their work. Our employees can drink the

in our in-house Corner Café or in wheel-building, incoming

locally produced organic milk from the Sonnenhof farm

goods or in waste management.

in their coffees – or they can buy it directly from the
Corner Café to use at home.

Cargo Bikes for the NRD
Riese & Müller is supporting the NRD with three high-

Passing on values

quality Cargo Bikes as part of a pilot project. During a

We regularly visit the NRD and Sonnenhof farm with our

four-week test period, they were used in the Facilities

trainees and school interns to enable them to experience

Management department to make the distances travelled

important values and principles.

for work easier and more environmentally friendly. It
quickly became clear that the church welfare organisation
does not want to give up its Loads and it is taking the next
step to become a bike-friendly employer.

”For us, the cooperation is absolutely a matter close to our heart and one of the central building
blocks of meaningful cooperation. The welfare association's employees make a valuable contribution
to the working atmosphere in the company, enrich our culture and are highly motivated and willing

Before she was permanently appointed, she was responsible
for the anonymous helpline. Today, she is grateful to be on site
to hold face-to-face discussions with people at any time, whilst
maintaining total confidentiality
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Apart from supporting employees, her remit also includes traditional
social work. Among other things, providing support to people with personal,
social, family problems – or being available for a quick confidential chat.

to learn.“
Dr Sandra Wolf, CEO at Riese & Müller
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Responsibility at our site

10,000 trees for the
Darmstadt Forest.
It is up to us to counteract the destruction caused by

We would also like to pass on this awareness to our

climate change. That’s why we donated 10,000 climate-stable

trainees. In autumn 2021, we hiked through the forest marked

seedlings for the reforested areas of the Darmstadt Forest7.

by storm damage together with them and Hendrik Barthelmes,

The seedlings were planted by HessenForst on an area of

senior forest inspector and forest educator. The day allowed

woodland covering 1.3 hectares. Different species, some of

our trainees to experience the complex interactions of man,

which are new to the region, were selected to withstand

nature and climate.

changing climatic conditions.
People who plant trees think in the long term – there are

In our online magazine, we talked to Hendrik Barthelmes
about the current challenges in forest management, the

no quick fixes here. The result will only be visible to future

planting campaign with Riese & Müller, and his work as a forest

generations, but will have a lasting positive impact.

educator.
Read the full interview here

The Climate Bet: individuals can do more.
”The Climate Bet“ assessed the situation at the end of the UN

One million tonnes of CO2 were to be saved up to the UN Climate

Climate Change Conference in Glasgow in the autumn of 2021.

Change Conference in Glasgow – that was the ambitious goal of

In parallel to the big Summer Tour, Riese & Müller supported the

the Climate Bet. The result is far from being achieved, but is

climate protection project over 100 days with a company-wide

still worthy of recognition.

team cycle, and is one of the top supporters of the Climate Bet.
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Total Climate Bet

Riese & Müller

Period: 100 days in the summer/autumn of 2021

Period: 100 days in the summer/autumn of 2021

• 95.6 million car kilometres saved
• 20,072 tonnes of CO2 saved
• €300,000 donated to certified
climate protection projects

• 60,129 car kilometres saved
• 12.6 tonnes of CO2 saved
• €3,025 donated
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Zero-waste projects
We began significantly reducing our waste back in 2020.
Our long-term goal: zero waste!
We tackled this goal with new projects in 2021.

New E-Bike packaging and sleeves
for owner’s manuals
Our packaging now carries the ”PAP“ recycling symbol –

Conversion to reusable pallets
at Bosch
In a joint project with Riese & Müller, our drive manufacturer

the corrugated cardboard is therefore 100% recyclable. The E-Bike

Bosch has converted all its pallets to Euro pallets. All motors

shipping box is made of approximately 80% recycled corrugated

and batteries supplied by Bosch from its factory in Hungary

cardboard. We have also introduced a reduced design with less

are now supplied using the EPAL European pallet system8. This

colour.

system has been in place for over 50 years in national and

Our document pouch contains all the key information the
customer needs to know about their new bike, including key and

international supply chains and ensures that pallets remain in
circulation and can be reused.

operating manuals. We are now using a new, more sustainable

Bosch’s conversion to the EPAL reusable pallet system

solution in the form of a grass paper envelope instead of a film

ensures that less wood waste is produced. Overall, we save

and polyester pouch.

over 3,000 single-use pallets, which equates to over 15 tonnes

Grass paper is produced without the use of chemicals,
uses less water, and causes considerably less CO2 than the

of waste wood. However, the results of this project will not
appear in our analysis until the next business year.

production of conventional paper.

Bosch supplies motors without polystyrene packaging in easy-to-recycle cardboard.
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Responsibility at our site

Waste generated at the Riese & Müller site in Mühltal in the 2020/21 business year

Film
42.65 t

Wood

Residual
waste percentage:
less than 9 %

59.33 t

Residual waste
58.71 t

Alumimium

664,58 t

7.44 t

Mixed scrap
9.01 t

Paper
487.44 t

Recyclable waste
Residual waste

Waste management
Almost 90% of the waste generated at the site itself comes

It is important to us that unavoidable waste is correctly

from shipping packaging, i.e. cardboard, film and wood waste,

separated and properly disposed of so that our waste systems

which can be recycled. The absolute volume has increased

achieve a higher recycling rate. Last year, we completely

compared to the previous business year. The volume of waste

revised our waste management approach at the Riese & Müller

produced per bike is 6.26 kg, which is roughly the same as in

site. We introduced an improved waste separation concept

the previous financial year. However, our waste management

in production, which involves all employees and is therefore

goal is to decouple our business growth from the volume of

easily accessible. This allowed us to increase our percentage

waste. We have not yet managed to do so, but are continuing

of recycled waste by 1% compared to the previous year. Pro-

to focus on this, both through projects at our site in Mühltal

portionally more waste has therefore been recycled and thus

and in cooperation with our suppliers.

reused. It is the first time that we have succeeded in reducing
our residual waste percentage to below ten percent.
In the coming years, we must continue to systematically
avoid waste.

Cardboard and film are generated when parts are delivered, which is then separated and recycled. The components are stored in wooden crates.
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Responsibility at our site

By comparison

Our carbon footprint
in the 2020/21 business year
Climate-neutral site and climate-neutral sales logistics

Despite the special challenges, Riese & Müller continues to

Working in collaboration with the climate protection

drive forward the ”mobility revolution“. We had to accept
increased emission levels in the past financial year, particularly

consultancy myclimate, we fully offset all emissions incurred in

in logistics, to ensure reliability of delivery. Shipping by sea

the past financial year at our production site in Mühltal and in

freight or rail is always our first choice to keep emissions as

sales logistics.

low as possible despite everything. We only resort to air freight

Emissions at the site include business travel, staff commutes,

when no other mode of transport is feasible. We have had to

our fleet and waste. In total, we offset 1,547 tonnes of CO2e

resort to air freight more often than we would have wanted

by investing in a climate protection project with myclimate. The

due to the fraught situation in the global logistics market.

climate protection project is certified (Gold Standard certifica-

However, we are increasingly relying on a combination of air

tion by the Gold Standard Foundation non-profit organisation).

and sea freight, known as ”Sea & Air logistics“, to reduce emis-

It contributes to reducing greenhouse gas emissions, as well

sions in this case as well.

as making a contribution to sustainable development in local

Total CO₂e-emissions

CO₂e-emissions per bike

2020/2021
7,746.82 t CO₂e

2020/2021
72.93 kg CO₂e

2019/2020
3,330.69 t CO₂e

2019/2020
47.36 kg CO₂e

regions in accordance with the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals.
In future, we wish to increasingly offset through our own
regional projects. The planting of seedlings with HessenForst
is a start, but is not yet included in our carbon footprint.

Distribution of CO2e emissions by category
Scope 1: Direct emissions (t CO2e)238.29

134.59

Mobile combustion (fleet)

134.59

134.59

Stationary combustion (green natural gas)

103.70

09

0

Scope 2: Indirect emissions from energy provided (t CO2e)0
Purchased green electricity

Scope 3: Other indirect emissions (t CO2e)
Fuel and energy-related emissions
Transport and distribution
Waste produced
Business travel
Commuting
Digital working
Total (t CO2e)

			

0

010

7,657.90

7,612.23

97.89

72.2211

6,673.00

6,653.0012

30.97

30.97

7.75

7.75

843.50

843.50

4.79

4.79

7,896.19

7,746.82

Gross

Net

The gross emissions include all emissions reported in accordance with the Greenhouse
Gas Protocol (GHG). The GHG is an international standard for accounting a company’s
greenhouse gas emissions. The emissions already offset are then deducted to arrive at
the net emissions – for instance, we purchase climate-neutral natural gas, which has

Frames are transported by the OCS transport system. Two photovoltaic plants produce almost 100 % of the electricity consumed at the site.

already been offset by our supplier ENTEGA.
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Responsibility at our site

By comparison

• Transport of the rear frame

Product carbon footprint

by sea freight: 66.88 kg CO₂e

Improvement over the previous year
The product carbon footprint (PCF) indicates the carbon

product, the Load 75, compared to the previous year (2019/2020

illustrating the impact that the product has on the climate.

business year). This is partly due to the zero-waste projects

Total savings:
69.27 kg CO₂e per Load 75

implemented over the past two years. They allowed us to

in the production phase, i.e. in the extraction of raw materials

significantly reduce the amount of polystyrene used in pack-

and production of components. The value for the metals is

aging, particularly with the frames supplied to us.

crucial here. The second highest emission value occurs during

2.39 kg CO₂e

We were able to slightly improve the PCF of our reference

footprint of a product throughout all its value-added phases,
The result shows that the highest emission value occurs

• No polystyrene with delivery:

Taking into account the entire value-added chain of our

the usage phase – the more carefully and longer a bike is

Load 75 Cargo Bike, we total around 1,068.03 kg of CO2emis-

ridden, the more environmentally friendly it is. Of course, the

sions.

Product Carbon Footprint
of the Load 75
2020/2021
1,068.01 kg CO2e

2019/2020
1,137.29 kg CO2e

electricity mix in the respective country also plays a role here.

6

1
1. Delivery 74.71 kg CO2e
Delivery logistics value for all individual components based on the
country of origin and the type of
freight.

4. Shipping 4.82 kg CO2e
Delivery logistics value based on
the average sales figures of the
Load 75 in the 2019/2020 business
year.

2. Production 696.64 kg CO2e
Breakdown of components into
material categories (metals, plastics,
textiles and electronics) and identification of the individual component
weights.

5. Usage 237.94 kg CO2e
Assumption of an average riding
style with a Cargo Bike service life
of around 45,000 kilometres.

5

1,068.01 kg
CO2e

4

3

2

3. Packaging 10.07 kg CO2e
Identification of the packaging
materials, weight of the component
packaging, and end customer packaging of the Cargo Bike.

6. Disposal 43.83 kg CO2e
Identification of the disposal processes for the individual material
categories, including the average
distances of the disposal facilities.

Our Cargo Bikes encourage customers to forego a car and guarantee long-lasting riding enjoyment (Veljko Tatalovic of Playground Coffee
with dog Fredo at Hamburg Harbour).
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Responsibility at our site

Involvement in industry and business associations

Together we are stronger
We are convinced that economic performance, the protection

This year, we have continued to expand our work in associations

of our environment and social responsibility must go hand

and non-profit organisations and, together with our partners

in hand to make business truly sustainable. This requires a

in business and industry, we have launched important initiatives.

political framework and a common approach both within and

With Dr. Sandra Wolf as a new member of the BNW Board, we

outside the cycling industry. We have therefore been active

are a driving force helping to shape the cross-sectoral environ-

members of associations and organisations for many years,

mental and social transformation of the economy.

supporting political progress of the ”transport revolution“,
responsible management, and a sustainable and social economic policy. These organisations include industry associations,
such as the Federal Association of Future Cycling (BVZF), and
ecologically-orientated business associations, such as the
German Sustainable Business Association (BNW).

NACHHALTIG ZUSAMMEN
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Outlook

Outlook 2022
In 2022, we will clearly be continuing to work towards a trans-

One of our principle goals or wishes is to be out and about

parent supply chain. Above all, we aim to have completed our

again in 2022 to visit our suppliers. Not just to conduct in situ

mapping of Tier 1 suppliers, but will also delve more deeply

audits but also to have social encounters with other people

into upstream levels. It is also crucial for us to further analyse

once again. After all, only by doing so will we be able to

the risk materials identified and initiate projects that bring

advance joint projects and work towards a sustainable cycling

about improvements, such as the use of recycled aluminium.

sector.

”To be continued...“
Markus Riese, Heiko Müller, Dr. Sandra Wolf – Riese & Müller CEOs
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Facebook: facebook.com/rieseundmueller
Instagram: instagram.com/riesemuller
Podcasts: r-m-unplugged.podigee.io

